
LCJ launched a new initiative in March of 2019 to identify potential future leaders of our
organization, particularly those who would offer diverse, unique, and fresh perspectives,
and have demonstrated an interest in and commitment to civil justice reforms. Please
welcome the second class of fellows, announced May 2020, and learn more about them
below.
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Stephanie Douglas leads BSP’s appellate, class action, and complex 
briefing team. She focuses on translating complex legal and technical 
arguments into simple, understandable, and persuasive language. Her 
representative clients include Ford Motor Company, Pulte Home 
Company, Meadowbrook Insurance, and General Motors.  Stephanie 
handles legal analysis, briefing, and argument on nearly any legal topic, 
including constitutional issues, contracts, product liability and other 
torts, tax, statutory interpretation, and employment law.  To see full web 
bio click here.

Daniel Higginbotham's practice focuses on the defense of product 

liability cases, with emphasis on drug and medical device litigation. 

Daniel's product liability practice also includes the defense of 

automobile and chemical manufacturers in personal injury and wrongful 

death cases. In addition, Daniel has litigated contract disputes involving 

some of the country's largest financial institutions.  To see full web bio 

click here.

https://www.bsplaw.com/stephanie-douglas/
https://www.tcspllc.com/daniel-r-higginbotham.html
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Sara Inman has established her practice with a wide range of litigation 

experience that includes product liability defense, insurance bad faith 

litigation, commercial litigation and litigation involving catastrophic 

injuries. She represents small businesses and Fortune 500 companies in 

state and federal courts and has experience in all aspects of trial 

preparation and arbitration. Sara is frequently taking depositions or 

attending hearings, which has made her very comfortable in a 

courtroom and prepared to handle complex issues that may arise during 

the course of litigation. Sara has been retained to conduct investigations 

before matters reach the litigation stage and to counsel clients on issues 

relating to privacy and cybersecurity.  To see full web bio click here.

Jennifer Persky focuses her practice on product liability defense and 

complex discovery matters. Her analytical and detail -oriented approach 

to developing case strategy, combined with her succinct legal writing 

skills, make Jennifer an indispensable member of any defense team.  In 

addition to her nationwide e-discovery work, Jennifer's litigation 

experience includes advising and defending clients on a wide range of 

subjects, including products liability, workplace safety, commercial 

contracts, and transportation law.  To see full web bio click here.

Sterling is an experienced courtroom litigator. He also has advocated for 

civil rules reform, testifying as part of the 30(b)(6) initiative.  Going 

forward, he hopes to focus on reform (1) in the states, (2) as to litigation 

funding companies, and (3) derivative/direct standing in shareholder 

suits.  Within the last year he obtained an order permitting his client to 

admit litigation funding evidence at trial.  Having grown up in a small 

town, Sterling believes the rules should be based on fairness and 

common sense.  To see full web bio click here. 

https://www.faegredrinker.com/en/professionals/i/inman-sara-e#!
https://www.bowmanandbrooke.com/attorneys/jennifer-t-persky
https://www.bakerdonelson.com/Sterling-Kidd

